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CAPE TOWN -

Politics and Culture
article about South Africa's "little magazines"
praised The New African for its fighting radicalism, and its powers
of survival. To be radical, to fight, to survive is not enough: these
functions connote a grim political doggedness, which narrows the
breadth of our aim. Our country and our continent have a cultural
richness of immeasurable potential, and part of The New African's
ideal has always been to print verse, stories, criticism, drawings,
that will find a place nowhere else in South Africa, because· no other
magazine yet sees them as Africa's contribution to universal literature
and art. To broaden our function beyond the newspaper article's
description, we need contributors: poets, artists, critics, imaginative
prose writers, writers in new genres. In 1964, we hope to reach the
balance between politics and culture, which from the start we have
aimed for. We appeal to our readers to help us do so. The politics
of radical. change, the blueprints for the society to follow, are as
important as ever they were, if only because the present whitesupremacist phase of South Africa's progress to nationhood is having
so stultifying an effect on the mass of our people from whom our
culture must grow.
A RECENT NEWSPAPER

Verwoerd's Fatal Mistake-2
seems to grow more powerful through
his greatest blunders. Undoubtedly the "Bantu homelands" scheme
is the greatest of these blunders, yet for the purpose for which it
was knocked together, it paid Dr. Verwoerd well. The "separate
development" policy of which it is part kept South Africa distracted
for a dozen years. It was probably meant to keep us distracted for
a further fifteen years, which, it is believed, is the period during
which Dr. Verwoerd believes he can hold personal power in South
Africa. While we argued about whether it was right or wrong, too
cheap or too costly, too dangerous or not bold enough, Dr. Verwoerd
continued to rule, to preserve a favourable business climate, with
only a growing total of political prisoners to upset the more delicatestomached foreign investors. Dr. Verwoerd kept South Africa
hypnotised as he went through a slow-motion process of building
up the "Bantu homelands" and his challengers, who could offer no
such escapist entertainment, fell further and further behind.
Unfortunately for him he is to suffer a fate that Stalin escaped
in his lifetime: his greatest blunder is catching him up. He has
had to accelerate into two short years the granting of self-rule to
the Transkei, which was probably meant to be a promise for a
far-off successor to fulfil or break. Everything that has happened
since Dr. Verwoerd's "fatal mistake" was made in January 1962,
has confirmed our judgement of it at the time. The 20 November
elections there, however rigged, merely bring nearer the retribution
for that fatal mistake, the beginning of which we believe 1964 will see.

LIKE STALIN, DR. VERWOERD

The Brotherhood of Blackness

A Discussion

Extracts from a broadcast discussion held at the Transcription Centre, London, among a group of six Africans,
West Indians and negro Americans.
BARRY

RECKORD

I think we should remember that when we use a term
like negritude, we are contributing to the sort of chauvinism that is more a 19th-century than a 20th-century
concept. All struggles lead to this kind of backward statement that nations are superior to others, or that colours
are superior to others, and I think that we should take up
now, as 20th-century negroes where backward 19th-century Europeans left off, not repeat the mistakes that have
led to so many wars, and to such unnecessary turmoil. We
realise that we have psychological difficulties that we share
with working-class people. We have been the hewers of
wood and drawers of water. We know that the remedy for
this is the same as the remedy that working class people
have, economic and political. To talk about it as though
it were anything but that kind of well-known political,
economic concept, is silly. It's to be looking for a kind of
distinguishing mark. We want to get out of this kind of
rut, and play the game that everybody else is playing, get
rich and powerful and then quarrel with each other.
WILLIAM

ABRAHAM

Well, I must confess that I find Barry's opening statements perplexing. First of all 1 do not understand why he
compares the negro with a white working class. 1 do not
think there is much in common between the negro race
and the white working class as such, but he appears to
me to think that the negro is on trial before the white
man and that the lonely educated negro is a sort of David
confronting the white Goliath. Now this 1 cannot accept
at all and I do not think that it is this that is the source
of any feelings of discomfort that t e negro might feel
in the predominantly white society. But since the working
class has been brought into this, 1 should like to point
out that it is a well-known sociological phenomenon that
where there are class stratifications every class wants to
feel that there is another class underneath it and it is
natural that in a white society the working class, which
is the lowest class in such a society, should cast around
for some group which it can identify as an even lower
class and in a white society only the negro appears to
foot the bill. And it does not matter how much this negro
BAR R Y R ECK 0 R D is
W ILL I A M A BRA H A M

a Jamaican playwright;
is Professor of Philosophy

at the University of Ghana; M K A M B 0 MUG ER W A is a Ugandan post-graduate student in London;
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has taken trouble to adorn himself with education, riches,
what you will. As long as he's a negro then the white
working-class man feels that there is a gap that cannot
be bridged.
BARRY

RECKORD

I resent very much playing the white game of making
negroes a special problem, we are seeking status, and this
is a universal business. People are trying to move from
insignificance to significance, one class moving up, one
nation moving up, that kind of thing. Everybody is statusseeking and so are negroes, and for us to continually
regard ourselves as a special kind of personality that needs
years to sort out, is just to play this humiliating game.
We're not at all; we suffer from the same disadvantages
that any disenfranchised people suffer from, and the remedies are common or garden, we know them: we're not
starting from scratch. They're political and they're economic. I admit that education and money are not going to
make the negro feel easy, but this is because white people·
are looking at him through a mass, he's not being regarded
as an educated negro, he's being regarded as a negro, and
negro means uneducated, dirty, all that kind of thing.
All these terms apply to the proletariat, black and
white. White landladies who are middle class won't like
having an Irishman, they won't like having a Cockney,
because there are certain prejudices and the same prejudices apply to negroes. Now that's one thing, the few
educated negroes are seen through the eyes of this mass.
The second thing that I want to clear up is that I am
not saying that negroes must knock on the door of white
people for acceptance, I am not concerned about white
people in mass, or negroes in mass; what I am concerned
about is the negro who feels inferior although he's educated. Some people here say we're educated, we have a
certain amount of money, yet ·we still feel inferior and the
answer to that is that we feel inferior because the mass of
our people are still proletarian workers, and this is quite
understandabIe.
WILLIAM

ABRAHAM

But this is quite false, I mean, the mass of o!fr people
are not proletarian. You might say that they are largely
peasants but certainly not proletarian, in any case, the
masses of our people do not live in white societies.
Question: What is the difference, if I may ask, between
peasant and proletarian?
THE
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WILLIAM

ABRAHAM

Well, I suppose one 'night say it's technical but a
proletarian must work for wages ...
BARRY

RECKORD

Yes and you mustn't mess up, it's difficult enough; and
to bring in sort of technical distinctions is nonsense, don't
just argue, don't quibble.
WILLIAM

ABRAHAM

1'm not trying to quibble, it Inay well be that there is
nonsense somewhere but that's just what l' nl tJ;.ying to
find out. Now 1 am pointing out that the masses of negroes
do not live in white societies, they live in Africa and
Africa is not predominantly white. Now when people feel
inferior, when negroes feel inferior, this is usually in a
white society, so I think to draw upon something that
is not the case, to pretend that it is because all negroes
live in white societies and white men live in white societies
can see for themselves that all the negroes who a~e going
to live in white societies are proletarian hence and they
don't care to pick the corn from among the chaff, but that
is not so at all because the mass of negroes do not live
in white societies at all, so it is not from the inspection of
them and their relations with white men in white societies
that they are encouraged to feel inferior. If people feel
inferior the reason must be elsewhere, not in what you
have said.
MKAMBO

MUGERWA

May I beg to agree with the element of what Abraham
said, at least in part. I said this at some earlier point,
namely that the problem as seen by a negro in a predominantly white environment is naturally different from that
as seen by me or by a Ghanian and someone could come
out and say, but if your society is so well looked up to by
your people why bother to come to, say, the United States
or England, to study those things which England can
offer? I can answer that quite simply, that my society
recognises that certain things are lacking and that they
are done better in England or in Germany and these will
be learnt. But this does not go to the social core, it does
not go to the fundamental values of the society. These
are, so to speak, material additions. They may influence
the ultimate picture, ultimate pattern of that society, but
the change will be imperceptible and we won't have any
of this heart-burning that you get in a man who lives in a
society and is trying to be desperately prim and proper
because everybody is prim and proper and he's the only
negro who's a Harvard graduate. We don't have this in
predominantly African societies and this point must be
present.
If I may finish off, another point as I say, is this, the
African, I mean, in America, the mass of the negroes are
a drawback to the man who is rising, it is him who feels
he is being drawn down by the mass of his fellow people.
In Africa, I think the picture is slightly different, at any
rate, north of the Zambezi, for this reason-the mass of
the Africans in Africa do not come to Europe, do not go
to Johannesburg, where they feel they are kind of outcasts
of the society set up by white men; the mass of the people
are comfortable in their simple way, settled in their cultiTHE
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'vation in their little establishments. It is the African who
is from this group who comes to En.gland, who is looked
at by a landlady, who in fact, feels far more hurt and has
got these tensions which you, Barry, have been trying to
minimise all the time, by saying that you are an educated
African, do you feel inferior to white men? The point is
that it is the African who has come out of the mass of his
own surroundings who feels the tensions. Admittedly, it
varies from one person to another. I feel personally that
the older you come out of your society, the better it is for
you. I came out when I was twenty-three. I was too cynical to be impressed by white values, and to the extent that
I am looked at by landladies I am angry, but it does not
make me feel in any way that I am inferior, I just feel
that they understand far less than they ought to. When
children run away-I've seen children run away in my
village when a white man approaches. When white children run away when I come along, naturally, I'm a stranger: children run away from whatever they see, and my
reaction is, therefore, tempered_by my own background ..
BARRY

RECKORD

Here, you are agreeing with me I think.
MKAMBO

MUGERWA

Well, I'm glad that this is what is happening!
WILLIAM

ABRAHAM

I think that it is doubtful that the feelings that many
negroes feel in the presence of white Inen are feelings of
inferiority. I mean, feelings of anno ance, in one way even
colour, but this does not mean that one accepts a certain
kind of attitude about oneself of unworthiness in a certain
kind of society. It's more of annoyance than of inferiority.
Chairman: Well, in a sense perhaps this does mean
that there is a kind of war that goes on between black

18 JANUARY 1964
Okeke - Salahi - Malangatana
-Pictures

What Kind of Socialism
for South Africa?
MARGARET

ROBERTS

Mr. David Evans's article "Fusion or Failure", announced
last issue, will not now appear. The final pages of the 29
October issue had to be excised because the back page
contained a letter from Mr. Evans written before he waS
banned under the Suppression of Communism Act.
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men, especially black men in a predominantly white
,society, a sort of war that involves, or at least that each
black man in the society has to be in a sense continually
prepared to fight off certain kinds of pressures and the
I1;1ost important instance being to fight off the pressure of
accepting this view that white men may hold of him.
Would this be . . .
WILLIAM

ABRAHAM

Without a doubt, I think that this is part of the proof,
that the feeling is not one of inferiority, for if I felt
inferior, that would be that, there would be nothing nlore
to it, and I wouldn't feel necessarily annoyed simply
because my attention is drawn to this however gratuitously.
But it is because I recognise that I do not see any sense in
which I am interior to anyone who is white merely
because he's white and merely because I'm black, that I
feel annoyed when he pretends that the contrary is so.
LEWIS

NKOSI

Yes, well I would like to add to this discussion, this
statement that I do feel that the white child when he
comes to the world and begins to look at the world, the
first assumption he makes is that the world was really
made for him and that the world should confirm this
vision he has of H. The black child because of this history
of disfranchisement does not make this assumption and it
is why the white child makes such an assumption and why
the black child when he looks at things around him at
his environment does not make a similar assumption, it is
this that defines the relationship between the black and·
the white \\7orld and the black man's refusal when he
gains political consciousness, refusal to admit to this
vision that the white world has; this is, in fact the beginning of his consciousness and sort of casting around and
saying "Who am I?" and "Who are the black people
around the world?" We cannot escape the fact that we are
trying to define ourselves vis-a-vis a white world.
I should say that I feel that there is such a thing as the
brotherhood of black people and I think it's based on very
definable factors, political factors-like colonialism or
even economic factors, I think these go together anyway.
Or on more arbitrary factors like colour, because I think
that certain negroes in America certainly may not look
like me and if they did look white I might tend on the
surface of it to feel less of a brother to them, on this level
that we are talking on, simply because he was white. But
when I see a white man in Piccadilly fighting a black man
there are certain emotional kinks in me and I make certain
assumptions about this which I would not necessarily
make if a black man was fighting a black man or a white
man was fighting a white man. And it's no use Barry
blaming me for this, or blaming this on inferiority complex. It's a matter of historical heritage which we cannot
deny. We want to get rid of it now, but it certainly is
there. So I think that I would feel less secure if I were
talking about this as being based on cultural heritage,
although ~here ~ight be an affinity between certain negroes
and c~rtaI1?- Afnc.ans. But I feel strongly that politically
there IS thIS affinIty because of the way we have experi•
enced the white man in our midst.
200.
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Socialist. Survey

The Rational Use
of Land
GRIFFITH

CUNNINGHAM

ALMOST ALL THE LEADERS of the newly independent states
of Africa claim allegiance to the ideals of socialism. Very
few of these leaders have been in power for .a sufficiently
long period of time to have their ideas on socialism tested
and in most cases the economic regime as organised by. the
~olonialists is still in power.
Since most of the newly
Independ~nt countries of Africa are predominantly agricultural, It seems obvious that the area in which socialism
could be applied most spectacularly will be in the agricultural sector. So let us look at some of the problems which
socialist planners will have to face when trying to establish
a sqcialised agriculture.
The most serious problem concerns the education of
illiterate and ignorant peasants who, if socialism is to be
applied in the countryside, must learn to adopt quite
sophisticated types of social and economic organisations.
The first such organisation that springs to mind is the
co-operative which in its various forms can be an important agent of socialisation to say nothing about the valu.-able changes which can be indirectly wrought by the
co-operative movement. The operation of successful
co-operative societies requires considerable skill and in the
early stages of development much government supervision
is necessary, in order that the co-operative society does not
fail. A job of .education is therefore required. Members
must be made literate if possible; perhaps more important,
members must be made to understand the principles of
co-operation which do not come naturally in any society;
they I?ust underst~nd the· ~asic principles governing the
est~bhshmen~ of thIS filost SImple of all economic organisatIons, for Instance they ~ust understand some simple
concepts of the law governIng co-ops, they must be.gin to
understand banks and simple book-keeping; and also they
must grasp the importance of honesty and the careful
keeping of records.
Too much ~overnment int~rfer~nce destroys the high
degree o.~ .socIal control whIch IS the most important
charactenstIc of the co-operative movement. But it is
C U N N I N G H A M, a Canadian, is on
the staff of Kivukoni adult-education college, Dar es
Salaam. . .
.
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unrealistic to think that co-ops can rely upon unskilled
and uneducated peasants.
ESTABLISHMENT OF SOCIALISM in a stagnant or
extremely backward economy is impossible; therefore the
introduction of other more practical skills is also essential
if conditions are to be created which will allow the introduction of socialism. The important thing is not to set
your sights too high, but to create conditions of economic
development first which will allow the establishment of
the rather sophisticated forms of socialist organisation
\vhich Inany African leaders want. Farmers have to be
taught the simple, but to them revolutionary, techniques
of fertilisation, of crop rotation, of spraying against insect
pests, of planting at the right time in the right way, etc.
Only after these lessons are learned can you begin to work
on other means of socialising the agricultural sector of
the economy.
This immediately raises questions about how the educational resources of a country are utilised. Perhaps more
attention has to be paid to the education of the peasant
community-in other words adult education of a very
practical and limited nature should be very widespread,
and perhaps at this stage in Africa's development, occupy
as large a place in the educational plans of the country as
does primary and secondary education. The alternative to
this seems to me to be that all people past school age who
have not had any schooling are w~·itten off as beyond
salvage, or that in other words, we must wait until a
generation of peasants with a basic education appears
before we begin to se.riously try to develop agriculture. In
answer to those people who will immediately want to
know where the money is to come from, might I suggest
that it seems to me that scarce resources are often spent
on expensive buildings which are based on educational
institutions found in the developed countries of the West,
and which are quite out of touch with the much more
linlited resources of most countries of Africa.
Perhaps the be~t guide to follow when embarking on
this educational revolution is the experience of the Danish
Folk High School Movement. I should think that the
position of the Danish peasant of the early nineteenth
c~n!ury and the African peasant of today are roughly
SImIlar. Perhaps, therefore, the methods used in Denmark
nlight be applied in Africa with equal effect.
The Danish Folk High School was based on a combination of practical agricultural education and a liberal
education in the humanities and social sciences, and it
appealed .strongly t~ the nationalistic feelings of the people
lat that tIme. It also had' a very large part to play in
developing radical traditions some of which were-socialistoriented. In Africa siInilar institutions, with only minor
modifications to meet the needs of the African farmer, are
undoubtedly worth experimenting with.

THE

of productivity is the problem of
land tenure and agricultural settlement. Government policies on land tenure and agricultural settlement can have a
profound effect on the creation of a socialist atmosphere
in rural areas. If the government policy encourages cooperation at all levels of life then the attainment of
ALLIED TO THE PROBLEM
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~o~ialist ideals becomes at least theoretically possible, but
If Instead it encourages, or makes possible the creation of
a class of yeoman farmers at the expense of the majority
of the countries peasants, then socialist ideals become a
mo~kery. But !his problem is not so easy to solve. Most
AfrIcan countrIes. rely to a large extent on the incomes of
the farmers for obtaining taxable income. In some cases a
large part of this income comes from large agricultural
enterprises which are foreign-owned and controlled, or
a few .countries, farms which are large, single-family farms
occupIed by both Africans and non-Africans. These enterp~ises are. almost sacr?sanct as they provide the country
~Ith conSIderable tax Income, foreign exchange, jobs, new
Investment, and other advantages. Pockets. of wealth development, ~nd expertise exist, therefore, within a ~ea of
smal.l AfrIcan farms which are rarely much above the
subSIstence level. There has been very little cross-fertilisation between the highly developed farms and the undeveloped African farms. But this need not continue if the
governments of Africa where this problem exists demand
a program~e of rural education which would be based on
a grea.ter dIspersal of already available skills. The present
occupIers of estates and large farms in Africa have a
ve~ted interest ~n improving the lot of their immediate
nelghbour.s as Islands of. wealth will not for long be
tolerated In a sea of poverty.
New settlement schemes costing several thousand
pounds per settler should be avoided since a special class
of "[(u.1aks or m~ddle peasants is created, and the vast
maJonty of a natIo.n's peasants are left at subsistence level.
The answer to thIS problem is not a clear-cut one and
presents several difficult alternatives. If large farms are
broken up and the land distributed among a large number
of small peasants then productivity of taxable income will
fall off (although actual productivity may increase a much
larg~r proportion of production will need to be d~voted to
feedIng the larg.e number of large households). This will
a~ect the tax Income of the government and seriously
hIn?e~ the ~xpansion of services which the government, if
SOCIalIst, wIll want to embark upon. If tax income is to be

in
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kept at a maximum then large farms, both African and
non-African will have to co-exist with poor unproductive
'peasant holdings at least temporarily.
problem probably must be a
compromise. In most countries in Africa the migration of
the young people from the country into the towns is now
proceeding apace. This is both a good and bad thing. If
there are no jobs for these young people then a class of
dissatisfied, neglected, potential trouble-makers is created.
But the drift to the towns also reduces the pressure on the
land and makes a more productive agriculture possible.
African peasants, like peasants everywhere, need adequate
amounts of land if they are going to farm effectively and
gradually raise the standard of living of the countryside.
This would seem to indicate that some harsh measures
will have to be introduced. The most important might be
the introduction of primo-geniture, or the policy of letting
only one son inherit the land of a father. This will stop
fragmentation of holdings, and therefore prevent the
creation of uneconomic land holdings. This of course, will
increase the drift to the towns, but in countries with empty
spaces it will also force migration from densely populated
areas to areas of low density, where the size of holdings
and the rational organisation of settlement and services
can be controlled. The drift to the towns will create unemployment, keep wages low, and, let's hope, increase investment in industry as there will be a pool of cheap labour.
An alternative to increased urban unemployment is an
increase in rural industrial development at the cottage
level. But it is probably unrealistic to suppose that cottage
industries will be able to absorb the masses of peasants
driven off the land by the gradual development of a more
rational land use policy.
Another problem very much allied to the ones discussed
above, but seldom mentioned in African circles, is the
problem of the development of a population policy for
Africa. Of all the African countries only Egypt seems to
'have recognised the need for containing the population
explosion common to all developing countries. The
Egyptian experience is typical. The population has been
expanding faster than the ability of agriculture and industry to absorb the rapidly increasing labour force. Planning
machinery which does not take into account the necessity
of planning the labour force is a mockery. Socialist leaders
throughout Africa are adopting planning as one of the
agents of a rational, ordered government. Therefore it
seems to me that a rapidly increasing population should
be considered as one of the most serious problems facing
the new African States.
THE SOLUTION TO THIS

IN CONCLUSION LET US SEE what a socialist policy for
agricultural development might be·. A policy of mass
education for the agriculturist must have top priority in
order to make possible the introduction of new and often
revolutionary social, economic, and technological agents
of change.
The co-operative movement should be developed as it
is a very suitable agent for the introduction of socialist
techniques of various kinds, such as the social control of
trade, marketing, industry and banking.

202

Settlement types are very important in a socialist
society. A class of privileged peasants should not be
created by using expensive settlement schemes as a method
of increasing agricuitural productivity. Rather there should
be a widespread campaign for increasing peasant productivity by using education, co-operation, and a strict prohibition of the fragmentation of peasant holdings. The collective ownership of land and services is probably too
difficult a form of settlement at this stage but modifications of this system are possible and should be experimented with. The gradual assertion of socialisation over
estates and large farms should be proceeded with, but
very slowly as the economy of a young developing country
is a delicate organism which should not receive too many
shocks. The final form of agricultural settlement will vary

Aid with Strings
A Satire

H.

B.

KIMMEL

SCENE I. FAUST'S STUDY
Who has known the mad frustration
Of love denied by legislation?
Oh for a face as dark as coals
To greet the torch of night patrols!
I'd swap my soul, my learning dear
For swarthy girls and nights of beer.
(Enter Mephistopheles in a space-suit.)
F A U ST. Evil king I know your face
Though dressed in garb of outer space.
D E V I L. Flying on my soul campaign,
I heard Faust of life complain.
The next world also has its tension
For One whose name I never mention,
Rules one block, depriving most
Of all the joys that we can boast.
We want peace but find it hard
To keep an ever-watchful guard.
Give us support in after-life
And you can have the blackest wife.
When you and I've become acquainted,
You'll be as black as I am painted.
F A U ST. Should I heed this evil creature,
God of K. Marx and of Nietzsche?
F A U ST.

B. K I M M E L studied at the University of Cape
Town and is now a mathematics teacher in Cape
Town.
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considerably from country to country, depending most of
all on the ideology of the leadership and on the density
of population.
Population increase must be kept within bounds. It is
no good saying that Africa has vast empty spaces without
any re.gard for the ability of these empty spaces to support
a human society in which life will be reasonably comfortable for all. One-acre holdings are not capable of supporting the revolution in living standards which Africans are
striving to achieve. Indeed in many places 50 acres will
not provide a family a decent standard of living. The
carrying capacity of the land must be taken into account
when planning for rural development. And a rapidly expanding population must be recognised as a threat to all
development plans if the increase in mouths to feed and

hands to work is greater than the capacity of the economy
to accommodate these new mouths and hands.
that, with socialists in charge of most
African countries, policies which are as hur.nanitarian as
possible will be introduced. But hardship is to be expected
,and a policy of doing nothing about these problems will,
in the long run, produce even more hardship.
The constant assertion by African Socialists that the'
brand of Socialism which evolves in Africa will be a
peculiarly African brand does not really apply when considering the problems of land and its rational use. For
these problems are universal and the solutions to them as
presently practised are also universal, with only minor
modifications here and there.
•
WE CAN ONLY HOPE

SCENE Ill. AN EVIL PLACE

Love is yours! sign this form!
Why be bourgeois? Why conform?

D E V I L.

(Enter Angel in a space-suit.)

SCENE 11. HELL
1 S T I MP. The palace of the evil dead
Is waiting for its regal head.
2 N D I MP. The trumpets sound, He comes! He comes!
Shout the anthem! Beat the drums!
ALL I MPS. Blessed reign our evil king
Who smiles on every sinful thing:
If virtue's dull, and you can't stick it
With him you'll find nothing's cricket.
Oh, he's notorious evil and glorious,
Blessed reign oUr evil king
Who smiles on every sinful thing
1 S T I MP. Your wickedness, most black impure,
Did you enjoy your evil tour?
D E V I L. Contracts fill my entire ship,
Many souls I've damned, this trip.
2 N D I MP. For the mobs, so dull, inane,
We photographed your whole· campaign.
We showed on screens the tritest things,
Publicity's the prop of kings.
D E v I L. Good imps! that's the style
To fool the stupid rank and file
But 'out in space beyond the sun
There is a task that must be done.
Fetch from the cosmic jug
A dose of mighty "Super Drug",
Which nervous freaks with bulging eyes
Are guarding from celestial spies
1 S T I MP. Your wickedness, we will! we will !
So Faust can have a legal thrill.
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Thi~ comprehensive all in one
Will change your skin and spice your fun
Make you smile
and make you young
Give you guile
And oil your tongue
Clear your nose
And fix your hair,
Girls in rows
Will stand and stare.
It cleans the sink.
It clears the head,
It's used as ink,
It's sandwich spread!

D E V I L.

Heed him not, it's just a stunt!
My shepherd sees I do not want
Heaven's great you'll see such grace
It's just the most exclusive place
Christ has told us to refuse
Admittance to those nasty Jews
F A U ST. Sacred love sounds just a pain
I'll settle for the type profane
A N GEL.

1963

(Faust takes a drink. There is a puff of smoke. and he
emerges transformed)

Just to show there is no catch
You even get a card to match.

D E V I L.

SCENE IV. OUTSIDE MARGARETA'S HOUSE
(dressed in soldier's uniform)
The beast which preys on morsels chaste
Is repelled by the silken cell of modesty.
M A R G ARE TA. That sounds like a quotation.
v ALE N TIN E. All right then!
The modest dress will oft prevent
Games which later we repent.
M A R G ARE TA. I'll look after myself. But brother dear,
you still haven't told me why you are going off to war.
v ALE N TIN E. You silly girl, to fight of course.
M A R G ARE TA. But whom?
v ALE N TIN E. Our enemies.
M A R G ARE TA. But why are these people our enemies?
v ALE N TIN E. Because they want to fight us.
M A R G ARE TA. But why do they want to fight us?'
v ALE N T I NE. Because they hate us.
M A R G ARE TA. But why do they hate us?
V ALE N TIN E.

203

v,..~ L ,ri . N ~T I.N B. .Because. they're our enemies-anyhow
I'm pledged. to fight them.. For consuming five packets
of "Wheato", the new breakfast food, I have been
awarded this badge declaring me a special member
. of the '.'Junior Brigade Opposing All Forms of Dictatorship~'

. (Martial.' music is heard. Valentine kisses his sister
and prepares .to leave)
MA. R.G ARE. T A. 0 Valentine don't go! you'll be killed
..' . and you don't even know why you're fighting.
V.!\ L E N. TIN E. I know why I'm fighting; the soldiers
- .... on. the other side do not. I'm fighting to make every.... . o,ne free. and happy.
M.A .:R.G A ~ ETA. That also sounds like a quotation.
(He marches off)

SCENE'T. THE SAME
DE

v I L. Here she stays. this prize, of yours

Try to lute her out of doors.
(Margareta appears at the window. Faust begins to
play on. a guilarbut she 'is indifferent.
The figures....·oj.. Faust and Margareta freeze in their
positions as the devil walks to the front of the stage
and addresses the audience.)'
D E V I L. Among ourselves, I am just as disgusted as you
to think that a white man, he was once 'a white man,
should have this craving for a' black womao. But
please do not worry-I want to assure you that I do
not have a happy ending iJ;1 store' for them. You
didn't think that the Devil was 'sensitive about anything, did you? Well let me tell you I'm only helping
them because business is business and that I really
have a great respect for apartheid in South Africa.
Let no one there say they do not have friends overseas.
(He takes the guitar away fron'l Faust. Faus! and
Margareta again 'come into action.)
DE V I L. (continued) Poets always die love-Iorn
And only please an age unborn;
Appealing to a woman's head,
._. M~k_es her think of art. not bed.
·:.:··T-he ,things 1 find that most impress
Are the signs of sweet success.
(He takes a string of pearls from his pocket.)
So wave these pearls and she will swear
Your sex-appeal's beyond compare.
(Faust waves the pearls and Margareta rushes outside.)
M A R G ARE TA. Oh how great! Oh I swear"
Your sex-appeal's beyond compare! .
SCENE VI. A STREET
v

F

(Enter Valentine returning from the war wounded.)
Sister ruined! her name is muck.
(Enter Faust and Devil.)
Here's the cause of her ill':'luck.
(Valentine draws a ·knife.)
A U ST. (To Devil) I do not. care for blood' and, strife:
Take my' soul but, save -my life..
ALE N TIN E.

2.Q4

D E Y I L . '. Martial

aid I can't refuse,
Am I not. the warlord's muse?
(He gives Faust a knife and pushes him into Valentine.
They fight.)
Work for idle hands I'll find
Say those who try to teach mankind;
So all are fiends who hope to score
By sending workless folk to war.
Y,A L ENT I NE. I'm getting tired, this is a little stupid.
F A U ST. I'm also tired.
v ALE N TIN E. I'll put down my knife if you'll do the
same.
F A U ST. You put down yours first.
v ALE N T I- NE. No you first.
FAD ST. Let us each take one finger off at a time. I'll
take my forefinger off if you will do the same.
Y ALE N TIN E. No my forefinger is bigger than yours.
'You take'two fingers off for my ·one.
F A U ST. That is not fair.
Y ALE N TIN E. It is.
F A U ST. It's not.
_
(They start to 'fight again. Enter a policeman. Valentine collapses. Faust and Devil run off.)
P 0 LIe E M AN. What's going on here, hey!
To disturb the peaceness of the day
You've killed th~s skolly-well and good
I cannot stand the filthy brood.
(Enter Margareta)
Margareta, you're in arrest
Your child was white, we know the rest.
F A U ST. (offstage) Then the Devil's liquid stuff'
Did not go down far enough
(Valentine groans)
POLICEMAN. (To Valentine, taking Margareta off.)
This streefs for whites, you're mos black
Die somewhere else, I~ll soon be back.
SCENE VII. PRISON
(A beating noise and cries of agony are heard.)
M A R G ARE TA. The jailor said the sounds next door
Were party noises-what a bore .
(She picks up a diary, reads)
"Landed from a subnlarine
Jailed I was though European . . .
A change of rulers, oh how nice
I'll be out within a trice . . .
How sweet is jail, I could scream
Jukskei, rugby, biltong, cream ...
Released I am, so now I dash
To a farm and piles of cash."
(The noise of beatings and cries of agony conlmences
again.)
M A R G ARE TA. I think perhaps a tale's been spun',
And doubt somehow it's good clean fun.
(Faust and Devil appear beyond bars.)
F A U ST. You are saved, it's Faust, it's me.
I have a plan to Set you free'.
DE V I L (cackling) Your fun and games aren't eternal,
Now you'll start a life infernal.
(He takes hold of Faust.) .
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Despite the ethics of the thing,
It was worth that one last fling.

F A U ST.

(They go' off.)

If Hell becomes a holy place (Exit)
(Enter Margareta)

Faust, we are reunited,
Tis in Hell that wrongs are righted.
1 S T I MP. You're free to leav~ and go your way,
Of course we'll meet again one day.
F A U ST. With race and class we both have done
We'll stay on here where there are none.
M A R G ARE TA. Eternity is just a phase,
Ifs not as long as ninety days.
Though refugees all know quite well
They'll even snatch a man from Hell.
M A R G ARE TA.

Let other guiltless souls though dead
Take me from this place so dread.

M A R G A R'E TA.

(Enter figures.)

We are the spirits of those who died at
. : Sh~rp-v-ll-, come to help you.

FIG U RES.'

SCENE VIII. HELL
v I L .' Imps! imps! we've, come, we've come,
.Where's the anthem, where's the drum?
1 ST I MP. No drums for you.. 0 vilest King,
- 'No longer arc you just the thing!
2 N D I MP. You're expelled so get out, fly
. 'Running dog! celestial spy.
D E V I L. Go I shall, it's your disgrace

DE

The Row at the
Crossroads
Government supporters, dissenters
and the community's guidance

eARL MAFOKO

In outer Hell, it's sometimes said,
The Fiend stokes coal to earn his bread.
All believers say it's fine,
'Just the latest party-line.'

ANN 0 U N C ER.

The nagging scenes carried on at home. The girl
approached the father and the boy the mother. 'Now
don't they say we have to do this nowadays?' The mother
sympathised but could not understand why present systems
would so work against the grain. And always the father
retorted: 'Won't you leave Ine now with this nonsense of
yours, you! Where have you ever seen your kind trained
for such work? You're out of the way, eh! Don't you see
those are just play things of school?" Perhaps he wanted
to say those are recreational activities that form p~rt of
the school routine.
The child shuffled to school and felt one rather chosen
to hop at a drill course when not doing arithmetic.
naggings when the new African
language twist appeared. Parents just would not lend an
appreciative ear to the child reciting the new numerals,
nor to the beginner lisping and rolling new word forms on
the tooth gap. They rather felt offended by the implication that the rich, sombre-language heritage of Africa was
bein.g sneered at; that the normal flow of the language was
being truncated so that it halted over the tongue with
abruptness, the steady.. poetic rise and fall, musical cadence and rhetorical crescendo cribbed and orientated to
the relatively staccato march of the official language.
And while the parents smarted over these feelings the
planners forged ahead and the children were caught up in
the plans. They had to struggle between adjusting to the
academic flare and maintaining the traditional flow . . ..
The Bantu Education Department was out to show the
world what sort of pioneering research work South Africans could engage in-developing out of the blue a
scholar patois within the mother tongue.
But the child in Standard VI always found garden or
rockery laying a more profitable work, always felt a drill
course was a better, extramural to cope with.
THERE HAD BEEN THE SAME

GIRLS IN THE PRIMARY SCHOOL plied clumsy knives with
-awkwardness, carving the wood, striving to produce a
desired figure out of the thing: say of a bird, a stool or a
cooking ladle. One bit the lower lip and the tongue;
another squinted the eye and twitched the nose with effort
to turn out some presentable figure from the clumsy shape.
She, moistened a bruised thumb on the brown gums of a
tooth gap with concern. Boys hovered over bread and
straw with a condescending air, as if they found this
feminine occupation of wearing colourful patterns a low.
time-wasting affair.
Well, the planners of the curriculum were out to see
progress result from this unusual system of transposing
the male and female bent for occupation.
·.On .the way .home a girl pleaded with a boy to 'please
show me how you ever do this thing!' A boy banded the
sister a tangle of straw and bead to 'do for me these things
of yours, come you!' He pursed lips, with nose and
brow raised in contempt. Neither party showed any cooperation. It was as if they found it unconventio~al to
impart one· to the other group the secrets of such an Innate
talent,-, the special licence of their sex.

the teacher always cautioned: "If
you ·comment 'on such things the school will close. Better
have this than nothing."
,

AND' TO THE PARENTS

CAR· L· M A F 0

is the pseudonym, of a free-lance
writer at Pietersburg, Transvaal.
"
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"Aaah ... well, let them learn ..." and left a vacant
puzzle.
Unknown to aU, the official voice hovered in the air,
planning, searching to find a way out of the impasserejection of Bantu Authorities. Bantu Authorities, trusteeship there ... all must follow who are in the State boat.
Village and location councils, school boards, tribal chiefs
.. '. all must abide who are in the circle.. Not a State
within a State; it is absurd . . . all must sail with the
Republican ship.. And by God you will. By all means, any
means, direct or indirect, fair or foul.
the Teacher sat with the principal
and another teacher. Also present were the chairman and
the secretary of the school committee. The teacher was
speaking, stressing a point.
"They have accepted the school board and now they say
they don't want the school board. They have accepted
Bantu Authorities and now they say they don't want it."
.The chairman ventured an explanation: "No, Bantu
Authorities they say they have not accepted. Isn't it that
they say it operates in trust lands only?"
"How can they not accept it? Do they think they can
oppose the law? Cxa, the day the school closes we shall
know \vhom to tackle. Monnyane, Seokga and Thompane.
Think they know! Want school, yet oppose government!
No, they don't want the school. Want to see it close, for
good. No, better alert the village men in time. We shall
have to deal with them. Burn their houses."
"Arson?"
"No, it will be in defence of the State."
The principal did not offer comment.
The Teacher, the principal, the chairman, the secretary,
were the light, the leaders ~f their people. And as they sat
in the office the four gentlemen rather felt they were a
nice, round Four. Felt they were of some consequence;
they were the leaders in the community.
. Teacher went about in the village issuing cautions, and
the Teacher was a social man. Spent his time off duty
with the people; enjoyed the finer sentiments of love,
human attachment, devotion among the people. He was
so much one with the village that he could have drawn a
vivid picture of the people's life of struggling if he were
endowed with the sense of a historian and exercised it;
endowed with the probing talent of a writer. He knew the
latest. gossip and joined in it readily; knew the daily
complaints: 'we are well ... we only see this, that', trite
and made so by the lapse of time. He complained with
, the people. When it came to objectionable school curricula
the Teacher still went about and heard the people voice
their objections. He grumbled also but always cared to
round up his COlnments with an uncommitted sentence:
"-what can we say?" Then at school the Teacher read a
circular from The Department which asserted that the new
system had been widely and spontaneously accepted by
the people. An4 ·.this he would swallow with a complacent
air. No wonder he cries "how can you accept . . . and
then denounce . . ." Well, you have to give it to The
Department. They know how to approach the people, how
to·· hand them the facts~ No travesty~ if you are thinking·
, that way!
206'
IN THE SCHOOL OFFICE

the village councillor sat apart with Se6kga
while waiting for their share of the drinks.
.
"You are a Comnlunist S'okga, I'm telling you!,Yo~
S'okga and Monnyane; you're Communists. How can ·you
oppose the Government?"
. '" ,
Seokga was trying to explain how the meaning of the.
word Communism could not apply to him, how. it stood,
in our country mainly to suit the ends of the rulers., ,He'was warning that his friend should be careful what words'
" ,
he used on some people.
"You! Think: you know! Never come right here!· "We
shall rule. The Government says you are a ~ommunist if,
you say such things against the law."
The village councillor, the social man·, ':are leade(S.
Sensible guidance, a mature outlook, respo~sibility'ar~
demanded of them, not only by the people but by the
Government as well.
The planning, searching voice was testing all the ',s-afety
valves, tucking -and screwing on all the emergencybuttbP$~

AT A WEDDING

the principal of the lower prjmary. was,",
examining his assistants' scheme books. He shook . hit;
head with apprehension at the scheme book of"one Mts':Cholane, an old lady of above sixty teaching tlie' begil1~~
ners. In the margin he wrote red : "You are teachinit'
BACK AT SCHOOL,

beyond the Syllabus ..."

,

Mrs. Cholane looked at the remark and shook'her'head
also. She had held her post at the school for mor~,,:tb.a.l
thirty years. All the members of the staff remembered her
teaching when they were ill the sub-standards. She, bad
initiated children every year, was used to her' work~ a.nd
liked it. She muttered to her~lf: "Think I don't koow
what to teach the children!" She went up to the principal
and said: "I shall continue to teach the children as l have,
always done. And I'll do no more and no less." WeU,.·sb~
is not teaching any longer. And now who cares? '
The school master shook an unconvinced, head,-'''-TlJe,
principal never volunteered any comments. And as to·;'th.at.'}
let it speak for itself.
' "';;'
All these, the supporters and dissenters, the ignor~nt.;:
and the confused are symbols of some latent,force trying~:'~
to find a foothold in the soil of Africa.
,,'. ;,'"
Down at the cross roads the row goes on. One says:~~;
the other, your actions are calculated to bring 'about' the,;
ruin of the school. The other says by playing up to the'
Department, by agreeing to everything without balancingll,
you do not help The Department. It will blunder; and· ~
from bad to worse. The one says you're closing it?, TheotJIer says it's you. The one says- you do ndt co~ope~te
WIth The Department. The other says, youwillch,ang~
the normal school into a worthless institution;. you chang~,
the community into a mock tribe. The one says what 'V,ifl
you do if the Government takes measures, against you?-~
The other points out, the basis of a democraticgovern~"
ment is that it be told its blunders. T~e one. say~ boo! and, ~
moves away, while the other stammers ,forth with a desire'
to tell the facts. But' he is left alone. Alone with the wind:
and a hoarse voice, and it is as if he 'hears a husky echo
in the trees, in the nearby church building.
',
'.'
It goes on like this every day, and you say' there will
be no strife?
'
"
"..
'
,
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ARCH ITECTU RE

.Colonial Glory
from
Australia as a young student of architecture In 1949. His eyes were quickly
opeI).ed-both to the beauty, variety
and jrnportance of South Africa's
e-arly Georgian and Regency architecture, and to South Africa's lack of
appreciation of,something which Hin
Australia or America· would be rega_r~ed as a priceless heritage". He
stayed to record and ev~ate this
asset, and, help~d, to their edi t, by
various public bodies, has p oduced
a unique and magnificent book * of
his. findings.
His main theme is the interaction
of the 18th-century Cape tradition
with the architectural influence of the
Bri,tish' Occupation, the effect of
which '''cannot be overstated" . In
town and country, Western and Eastern Cape, in public and private buildings, Dr. Lewcock observed the
frequency with which Hone cannot
coft-fidently pronounce a fine building
-as .belo,nging . . to a Cape or a British
tradition, but must declare it as the
product of a -new 'South African'
culture".
It ~ecomes a more truly South
African tradition if one reckons in
the effect of the architect's or builder's relationship with the indigenous
people, . and often the latJer's participation. The forts and fortified farmsteads of Albany, after the Xhosa
invasion of 1834, and the building in
1823 ',of the Pacaltsd9rp Mission
Church by Hottentots, who helped to
make it "the finest surviving early
Gothic Revival building in South
Africa" bear this out in their opposite ways. And always _there is the
influence of physical Africa-wood,
stone, clay, thatching grass, slate, the
climate and the landscape, to make
unique this South African architec~
tural tradition recorded here in its
purest, new-born state.
It is often said that the intrinsically
valuable in our 19th century literature
and
art· (so
anthologised
and
treasured) could scarcely fill a small
bookshelf in a small room, while our
finest possessions, these early 19thcentury buildings, are torn down as if
to express an uncontrollable cultural
death-wish.
There is not a great deal left. Yet
on a universal scale it is to be judged
. -worthy of preservation. Not only because Dr. Lewcock believes it to be
"an- arguable proposition that "on a
_global scale,- the colonial world produce<\. a more notable 19th-century
·4tchitecture than that of Europe".
Above all because it is something
from our common past that is worth
b':lHd~ng on.
J.B.B.
bR. RONALD LEWCOCK CAME HERE
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St. George's, Cape Town, begun in
1830. and modelled on St. Pancras,
London, was "undoubtedly the
most perfect building in the pure
Greek style ever erected in South
Africa" .
T he Vineyard, N ewlands, given by
the Barnards Ha strong A daln
quality in spite of the thatched
roof and unpretentions scale."
In out-lying Graaff-Reniet, "the
box-shaped double-storeyed Georgian houses of the 'English style'."
Heatherton Towers, A/bany, built
in 1835, "the fortified farmhouse
par excellence."

* Early Nineteenth Centurl' Architecture in South
Africa by RonaJd Lewcock (Balkema, Cape
Town, R7)
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Feeding the Ducks

WHITE-COLLARED RAYEN reposes
with god-like indifference near a clump
of bushes. The chief's wife, with a
shar'p glint of mischief in' her shrewish
eyes., puffing away fiercely at a corn
pip,e.. listens to the latest gossip. The
hot, orange velvet flowers; the deep
green valleys; the Dard brown sunbaked' hills.. and-the large crowd of
eager . admirers and eager buyers
showering an a&tonishing and almost
,unbelievable adulation on the artist,
Miss Gladys Mgudlandlu. Since her
last exhibitio'n in Cape Town, which
was' a sweeping success~ the crowd of
admirers has doubled and trebled, so
much so. 'that almost four hundred of
the eight hundred people, who attended
the. opening of her exhibition this
month <;ould not gain admittance.
T~E

of the phenomenal
success of Miss Mgudlandlu? Un._doqbtedly much of her work is strong.
Eac.h piece is a new,. fresh idea. In
.fact new ideas ·seem to crowd in on her
all the time' and she appears to be in
s~ch' h.aste to rush after the new burst
of"inspiration that' one is left with the
uneasy impression that each picture is
slap-dash and incomplete. Compared to
the clean-cut, sharp and brilliant technique of the Johannesburg artist,
Ephraim Ngatane, Mlss Mgudlandlu,
indulges in mere ·childish scrawl. It is
interesting briefly to m.ake a comparison between Mr. Ngatane and Miss
,.Mgudlandlu, when he exhibited in Cape
Town two months ago he received a
dead~cold' snub. He is an intense, passionate controlled, vividly imaginative
artist and his :Township Scenes rebound
and vibrate with life. The trouble with
Mr. Ngatane, it seems., is that his intensity and re~listic approach is irksome.
He reminds people, who would, rather
forg~t, that townships are 'nasty places
where· people. have to walk some two
hundred yards to fetch water from a
communal tap shared by some 80,000
township's inhabitants. He is annoying
too, because, behind the colour, the
hysterical exhilaration of his massed
and teeming streets, is the degradation
of poverty. Who wants to be reminded
of the terrors of township living? It is
ugly, horribl.e and sordid. So, let the
ambiguous Mr. Ngatane rot; the fate of
all -those who shatter· the c:alm, of
society's built-in illusions.
~iss Mgudlandlu, on 'the other hand,
performs" a . kindly service. She is an.
WHAT ,IS THE SECRET
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Gladys Mgudlandlu
The Exuberant Innocent
escapist. Her message is: HLeave it all
to God. God is in his heaven and all
is right with South Africa." .In her
calm green valleys throu.gh which halfnaked tribal women wend their peaceful way homeward in the late African
sunset one can recline restfully with a
cocktail and the past is the future and
the present is the past while Miss
Mgudlandlu
soothingly
murmurs:
"Come Deep in the Forest. Gaze at the
Velvet Flowers; the Birds and Lilies;
the Forest Rockery; the Hills and Dongas; the Precipice; the Migrant Birds;
the Elephant Trunk . .. Ah, ... there's
No Life Without Religion." Who can
resist her hypnotic call when life and
reality mean ninety-~ay detentions and
banning orders and bang, bang, bang?
For a few seconds I could see the
attraction in those cool dark clumps of
trees and birds and lilies and elephant
trunks! I too would care for a brief
escape from the permanent madness of
reality! And, I believe that it is on the
1963

appeal of this escape release that she so
profusely and exuberantly provides.
that Miss Mgudlandlu's phenomenal
success rests. Miss Mgudlandlu is too
innocent and unaware to have
deliberately contrived this state of affairs. As an artist I believe her to be
truthful within her capacities and
limitations. There is simply a demand
for escape and she is the unconscious
supply. Had there not been this' demand I for one do not believe that
"Miss Mgudlandlu would be basking in
warmth of overwhelming public adula- .
tion. In fact, such sweeping, hystericaluncritical acclaim is disastrous for an
artist ,who must always be subjected to .
those agonising doubts which spur him
on to greater and higher achievements.
It amused me to hear Miss Mgulandlu
con6nuously exclaim to visitors: "This
is my best picture. Why don't yOl
buy ~t?"
BESSIE HEAD
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Words Words Words
of New Year, this is our last
issue of Volume 11. In 1964 we will appear on 18 January,
22 February, 28 March, 2 May, 6 June, 11 July, 15 August,
19 September, 24 October, and 28 November. Starting at
20 December of this year, pocket diary entries should be
made at five-weekly intervals, to mark deadlines for copy.
Naturally, if you are a prospective contributor we would
rather know well in advance, a few weeks before the
deadline at least.
THOUGH A MONTH SHORT

•
has brought recognltlon from such
elevated contemporaries as The Times Literary Supple111ent and Encounter, we especially valued a reprint of a
1962 article "The Pinko Problem" in Monocle, "a quarterly magazine of political satire" published from 80 Fifth
Avenue, New York 11, N.Y. It was warming to read that
"the views of our contributors, no matter how conflicting
and contradictory.. are the views of the editors." "The
Pinko Problem" was P. L. v. d. B.'s parody of apartheid
propaganda in an imaginary blacks-on-top situation. We
reproduce Monocle's illustration above.
No one in South Africa produces the elegantly crimson..
fanged satire ·of Monocle. (Except The New African?) If
we are not educated enough for it, we could surely rise
to Private Eye's below the belt mule-kicks. Oh to see
Gerald Scarfe~s Graaff, or read Mr. Rushton on Erlc
IN
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A YEAR

THAT

Louw's retirement. Their anti-Home savagery outspJe~~~~
Pope on Lord Hervey. One has been sickened by f~~"
adulation of Home in the South African press . whi'ch.:~
surely the world's only body of opinion that thinks ·.t:f!*~;
Conservatives are going to win the next General ElectjQi!~
in Britain. Our pro-Home press did not escape Private;"
Eye which quotes (1 November) 'The Cape/own Sjanlbok::~~;
"Lord Home is a good friend of the people of .SQutfr
Africa. ·He colud be counted on to oppose any effort. to'
divert the policies of this country to drive the kaffirs b~ck
where they came from. He has gone on record as saying
as much."-Dr. Verwoerd speaking at a public hanging'
of two Church of England Communist missionaries.'

•
WE NEED SATIRISTS between the Private Eye and Monocle·
poles. There is the Delius of The Last Division and The
Day Natal Took Off, an occasional flash of ·Stanley Uys,
Alex la Guma, the best pure funnyman in the field (and
the only person, funnily enough to get both 24-hour house
arrest and 90-days~ concurrently), promise in the university newspapers. Harold Kimmel in The New African has
something of the universality of true satire. Jeremy Taylor
on sound, David Marais in drawing: why doesn't someone
combine them all (except banned La Guma) in. a South
African Private Eye? Request for an early issue: a takeoff of Joel Mervish taking off Sir Div.
.
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$.outh .West Africa and
ulndependence Now"
~~.;. ,~/oga~_-.

ihot ,: makes sense
:_.$:,~

A-NDREAS

SHIPANGA

_SOQTH. wEST AfRICA has been a Mandated Territory ruled
by SO~th' Africa since 19~O. The old League of Nations
~ave:- this f.o,rmer German colony to South Africa as a
,~os~~'"~~ll~ .sO, ~hat. its people should derive the maximum
!adv~ntage..fro.m thI~ relationship.
,:lfowever~,South African administration has led to
no~~irig else but oppression and exploitation for the mass
, of SQuth .W~s~ Africans, and the logical generation of an
anti-South. African resistance movement.
, Origmally the oppressed people of South West Africa
'saW th~ir salvation as coming from the United Nations
Organisation (sQccessor to the League of Nations). Howevei'~ 15 years of petitioning at D.N.O. has met with scant
success, and on the whole, the prestige of the D.N.O. is
, on tl1e 'wane. For this reason, and because of the success
o.f :~ndep~ndence movements elsewhere in Africa, the poli..
tIcal m~yement of SouthWest Africa has been gravitating
tow,~rds positive action in order to win freedom from
.,S,outh· Mrican domination.
'
-THE PAST 'TWO YEARS, we have seen this trend reach
its~·high~PQint in the concrete political demand for inde..
pe~d~nCe and its expression in the widely-adopted slogan,

OVER

·'I.~~pendence

Now".
.
:Parallel .with the development of this demand has been
t~e''.'~~~e~opm~nt of. its opposition. In general, the opposi..
,uon,:'_dlyIdes Itself Into two groups, the honest doubters,
~~d'~he supporters of South African domination.
,.,-::~,!~ :~onest, sincere doubters say, "We question your
_,~l>~~~-Y . .~o run your. country. Have you the necessary skill?
, H'!Y~'_~C:>u.'> the traIned pe~sonnel? Hav~ you th~ ability
'~bu~~~_,:c~n only come wIth the expene~ce whIch you
~~ck?".:".:,''l}1e camp-f?llowers of South Afnca .go further,
~~9~'are no~ t~chnlcally able to manage an Independent
~outb~.)Vest ,Mnca. You have only three university gradu..
ates~ :11(> engineers, no trained administrators. You should
coIi~t, y~rselY,es with preliminary training in your own
ar~a~ (Ba~stans)."

LET ·ME DRAW ATTENTION to the, inherent racialism of the:
<luestion, "Are you technically equipped?" Such a 'questIon presupposes that only the non-white people of South
West Africa will live in an independent State. But have
the political movements of the people ever said so? They
say clearly that all who cherish democracy,. individual,
freedom and equality of rights, are welcome in an independent South West Africa; each man who is willing to.
forego special privileges based on skin-colour, and willing
to contribute to the building-up of this country, is welcome in South West Africa! Under such conditions will all
the skilled whites flee the country? Where will they go?
Many of them have known no other home. Are they so
inherently and permanently racialistic that they cannot
breathe the air of equality? The progressive movement is
confident that the whites of South West Africa will one
day cease to labour for foreign domination and work in. '
the interests of their own land! They have much technical
ability to contribute.
The opposition puts its question incorrectly when j~ ,
approaches the matter from· the point of existing 'techni- .
c~l ability.. The demand for political independence has no
dIrect relatIon to the level of administrative skill possessed
by the non-whites of South West Africa.
For historical reasons, the non-whites of South West -.,
Mrica are lacking in technical ability and administrative
experience. The South African Government has worked
almost exclusively through the whites, who have been
bribed to act as traitors. Furthermore, South Africa has'
followed a deliberate policy of forbidding the growth of
trained non-whites. In this, it has been monumentally
successful! Therefore the rise in ability can never be &.
factor influencing the political demands of the people. No.
The demand for independence from South African rule
has arisen as a result of the growth in political maturi~y.
The oppressed of South West Africa have realised that
they can show no development in any direction (neither
educational~ nor eco~omic, nor cultural) while they have to
struggle WIth the Jackboot of South African Fascism
resting heavily on their necks. They know fully that political independence is essential for all other development;
they know that there can be no technical progress without
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-A/ter a~,long stay in South Africa, where he helped to
establish South :West Africa People's .Organisation

'br.anches, s. AND REA S S HIP A N G A returned
.lc' 'ms'·bome in OVQmbotand, and was subsequently a
member of the group, that was returned to Bechuanaland ':liJ.ith Dr. .Kennejh .Abrahams after being kid-
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independence. Hence tne rapid spread of the independence
movement.

persons generally, and in spite of having only three univer-:
sity graduates, the non·white people of South West Africa
have every right to demand complete independence from
South African rule and the immediate establishment of
the sovereign independent state of South West Africa.

be correctly put. HIs the demand
for independence a valid one?" Yes. If the demand envisages complete freedom froDl South African rule, complete
political control of the country, the use of state- power in
the interests of the masses now oppressed and exploited,
and- the launching of schemes to promote, technological,
medical, social, cultural, agricultural and economic development-then the demand is most valid. In spite of their
absence of trained personnel, in spite of their lack of
doctors, engineers, civil servants a~d the lack of educated

MAKING THIS POSITION clear and re-asserting the right and
validity of the demand for independence does not in any
way abolish the very real problems that will face a newlyindependent South West Africa. However, these problems
make-the administration of an independent state more
difficult but not impossible-nor do they invalidate the
demand. The political leadership is therefore· seriously

Even-ing Out

That Way

THE QUESTION MAY NOW

After the bears on bicycles some queers,
Dressed. up like state officials, contorted
Under canvas-distorted
Life .into, a dance of death.
Masks hoisted up on poles
Leered down at us,
And ethnic smirks, with salivation
Proclaimed salvation.
Glossaries of limited vocabulary
Lay on our laps and asterisks
Marked out correct interpretation.
The charismatic leader on trapeze
Struts, cock on wire,
And crows obscenities
To a faked dawn,
Streamlining imperfections
He is a nwdel of defornlities.
He brings the house down.
Applause and rubble tUlnble
On our heads.
Confined by circus blaring.
By painted poles, by struts, lvires,
Cages, we are laced
Into recollections of the red temple,
Of trial by fire,
Pulses heating in ,tunne/~
Selves caught by tangles of unnamed trees ,"
,In the closed woods. '
The devil is at hand. '
0

,

But· comes the clownAgeless as' time, colourless as glare.
Watch him at workMy God the sky between his ribsHis organs are in tatters.
Blessed be his lack of mastery.
Blessed be his incompleteness.
He wears the bloom of the hot kettle,
0/ the used tool,
Of creature in hand of Creator.
212

That way. He went that way.
The pink road through the brown hills,
The path across the yellow grass
Towards that lifted place
In those stone folds.
Bleak, they say,
The wind has no caress
But strips and burns.
The journey will be dusty,
Footfall after footfall.
And first the ash of evening
W ill put out colour
Then nightfall overtake him.
The going is blind at times
For rock engulfs.
Moments of shelter,
And of peace, perhaps . ...
When torn l~nd is consoled,
,The broken earth grows whole
And hills are loved by light.
Those coming back?
It's difficult to say . . .
Worn by weather,
Exposure under stars.
But that rock marks. It makes.
They look the same but have a different shape.
They say, when nothing is withheld
Rock takes them on,
Takes over,gives itself.
They say that terror goes,
That, after night,
The shining of the morning is most marvellous.
o
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concerned with the problem. ~'ortunately, the path of
independence has been well trodden of late and the new
traveller has much recent experience to guide him. What
considerations guide the architects of the new South West
Africa?
. ~oday the non-white workers are labouring under condItIons of sullen and at times, open opposition to their
masters. Each contributes his least to the common effort.
Can things be otherwise when he labours only to fatten
and enrich the rulers of South Africa and to make heavier
the burden of apartheid on his shoulders? In an independent ~ountry w~ere the peo~le kno\v and feel that they are
workIng fOf theIf own happIness and prosperity, the situa!ion is quite difI~rent. The e~ergy. now consumed in opposIng. a~d sabotagIng apartheId, will be used constructively.
Th~s IS a. momentous and gigantic gain and advanta.ge
whIch an Independent South West Africa will immediately
have over the South West Africa in chains. An enthusiastic, dedicated people will facilitate the task of the leadership. This. awakening of the spir~t must surely infect many
?f ~he whItes now sullenly workIng for South Africa, and
It IS not too much to expect that many will not desert
their ~osts. Adequate financial reward will of course help
much In !hose spheres where a re-awakening spirit requires
some assIstance!
WEST AFRICA, probably more· than any other
country, is today regarded as the godchild of the whole
world. All the world has flocked to support the demands
of South West Africa, and to offer help. Many states are
already contributing in every possible way to the independence movement. (The move towards unity inside the
people's movement was a direct result of the Winneba
Freedom Fighters Con~erence). The leaders of an independent South West Afnca have therefore a world full of
trained persons to draw upon. The recent history of Cuba
and Algeria shows the extent to which many states will
honour their promises. And for those in South West
Africa, the problem will not be a lack of technical
assistance but rather which source to tap. Any flight of
S~uth African administrators, engineers and other persons
wIll cause less of a headache than the conceited South
African Government may think!
~any )'~ung. South ~est African~ are already undergOIng traInIng In countrIes on -both SIdes of the Iron Curtain. (In fact the supply of scholarships offered far exceeds
the demand). This _trend will be developed and given
governmental guidance in independent South West Africa.
In t~is way the. people will SOO!! be able to manage the
runnIng o~ theI~ country. ThIS external training programme will ObVIously be supported by a massive internal
educational driv~. A plann~d scheme effecting primary,
secondary and hIgher educatIon plus comprehensive training of technologists will soon make up all that has been
denied during the decades of South African misrule.
The problems therefore of managing an independent
South West Africa are small compared to the problem of
attaining this independence. In any case, they in no wlly
che~k or effect the .gigantic ~riv~ forwards of the oppressed
agaInst South AfrIcan. dominatIon. The day of the inde~.ndent state· of South West Africa will soon dawn!
•
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ISRAEL

Experiments In
Co-operative agriculture
Part 3 of a series on methods
of economic development
FRANCIS

WILSON

the fall of Jerusalem in A.D. 70 the Jews,
scattered into the far corners of the world, have been
almost entirely an urban people engaged in trade, commerce, and the professions. And yet today, barely fifteen
years since the founding of the new state of Israel one of
the most important contributions which Israelis have to
make to the world is advice and know-how about the
organisation and successful management of agriculture,
particularly in developing countries.
But Israel has more to teach than mere techniques of
agricultural production, important though these are. In
her Kibbutzim and Moshavim she has pioneered new
forms of co-operative settlement which are not only an
economic success but which help to solve many of the
social problems involved in the transition from a smallscale subsistence agriculture to a large-scale industrialised
~conomy. For the African Socialist in need of practical
ideas as to how best to develop the vital sector of agriculture Israel is the place to go and look.
Perhaps the most famous, certainly the most radical,
form of agricultural settlement is the Kibbutz. The first
was f?unded in 1909 b~ a g.roup ?f people in their early
twentIes who, although Idealists, dId not have a blue-print
of what they wanted to build but who found, after previous experiments had failed, that living in a Kibbutz was
the only way to survive in the harsh conditions on the
isolated, malaria-infested, marshes on the west bank of the
Jorda~..Th~_ ba~ic principle of ~he Kibbutz- was complete'
collectIvIsa.tlo~ In both productIon and consumption: and
although hfe In anyone of the 228 Kibbutzim in Israel
today is a great deal easier than it was, the guiding princi-pIe of "from each according to his ability to each according to his needs" still holds true.
EVER SINCE

HOW THEN IS A KIBBUTZ organised? To answer this I shall
describe in some detail the particular Kibbutz on which
David Russell and I worked for a week in August; for
although individual Kibbutzim vary in some details tha
ov~rall .p.attern is the s~me th!oughout the country as ~our
bnef VISlts to other KIbbutZIm showed. Situated on the

a South African economist
at Cambridge, has recently visited a number of countries studying methods of economic development. -His
next article will be on Yugoslavia.
..-
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northern edge of the egev desert between Beersheba and
the Egyptian-controlled Gaza Strip 'our' Kibbutz was
started in 1948 when 120 young adults and three children
came to settle on 14,000 dunhams (1 dunham=t acre) of
land which they leased (for 99 years) from the Jewish
Agency which owns most of the land in Israel. These people were young and had little, if any, capital and the land
they had to farm was semi-desert. From the Jewish
Agency they were able to obtain 30-year loans to put up
the few buildings which were immediately necessary while
from the central Kibbutz Organisation they were able to
obtain further loans with which to buy agricultural implements, stock, fertilisers, etc. The Government supplied
piped water from the Yarkon river, some miles away and
with this the people began to irrigate their land and grow
what they could. Working up to twelve hours a day for
six days a week they gradually began to improve their
land and their pastures and to build up the supply of
equipment which a modern farm must have; silage stores,
a proper milking shed, tractors, a combine-harvester, a
\\york s~op, and irrigation equipment. Today this Kibbutz
has a total of 4,000 dunhams of land under irrigation at
anyone time of which 2,000 dunhams are watered by
overhead sprays supplied by moveable light aluminium
pipes. Of these 4,000 dunhams 420 are under citrus; 500
under soft fruits such as pears, peaches, plums, and grapes;
1,000 dunhams are used for growing food although the
shortage of labour has stopped the growing of labourintensive crops like tomatoes; another 400 dunhams is
under pasture for the dairy herd; 120 dunhams for irrigated wheat; 16 dunhams for commercial roses; and the
rest is under cotton, sugar-beet, and potatoes; a certain
amount of non-irrigated hay is grown as well. The Kibbutz also has 400 sheep which are milked mechanically,
110 Friesland cows, 60 beef cattle, and 12,000 hens of
which 8,000 are layers. Added to this is a printing press
employing 13 people, and a IS-man carpentry shop which
is at present closed because of the shortage of man-power
on the Kibbutz. All these things are owned collectively by
the 160 adult Kibbutzniks who \vork their Kibbutz as one
unit a.nd who meet once a week to discuss matters of

policy; various committees, elected annually, are responsible for the day-to-day organisation of the farm which
includes allocating each man or woman his or her job.
But the Kibbutzniks are more than just good farmers:
they are idealists who have attempted to build themselves
into a real cOlnmunity of equals responsi.ble for each
other. Working on a Kibbutz is not only a method of
farming; it is a way of life. For the outsider the most
striking feature is the fact that all meals are eaten communally in the large dining hall. In the well-equipped
kitchens, a number of the Kibbutzniks, both men and
women, take it in turns to prepare the food and serve it
to their fellows when they come in from the fields. There
are separate tables each of which takes from 6 to 8 people
so that where two people have quarrelled or do not get on
they can avoid each other. Yet, at the same time, the fact
that everybody eats to.gether is probably the biggest single
factor in building up a feeling of common responsibility
for, and belonging to, the community. Most adults on the
Kibbutz are now married and have children: each family
has its own house, with a small garden, and here the
father and mother live and make their home. The children do not in fact sleep with their parents but this did not
seem to break up the family in any way; indeed we felt
that family ties were often strengthened. The children,
from the time they are babies, live with their age group
in buildings not far from their parents' homes; here they
are looked after and educated by trained teachers who are
themselves members of the Kibbutz, but each child goes
home for at least two hours every afternoon to be with
his parents who, now that the day's work is over, can
devote their full attention to their children. This system
not only gives boys and girls t.he independence which
many argue is the chief value of boarding schools in our
society, but it also enables them to see their parents constantly and to grow up under their love and care. It has
been argued that the children of a Kibbutz are wild,
undisciplined, and impossible to control: this may be true
in some places but we did not find this in any of the
Kibbutzim we visited. In fact on our Kibbutz were a
number of children who had been sent there from the
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T.T.A. Resolution 1960: That the government be respectfully requested to
subsidise the purchase of tractors by
Bantu farmers on a pound for pound
basis.
Department of Bantu Administration &
Development reply 1963: Everything
taken into consideration the purchase of
tractors cannot be supported . . . it
would be more advantageous for the
Bantu to continue his ox-culture-from
the Proceedings of the Transkeian T erri10rial Authority 1963. [R.M.]
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A nourishing meal for about 15 cents
served in the canteen is helping to improve the efficiency of White office
workers at a big Paarden Eiland concern,
just as the canteen for the Africans is
helping to improve their productivity.Cape Times Paarden Eil4nd Supplement.
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cities to .get a good education.
A Kibbutznik gets very little in the way of cash remuneration but then he does not need a great deal: all food,
working clothing, housing, education, and medical care is
provided by the Kibbutz; when he is old he will be looked
after by his fellows so he. does not have to pay into a
pension fund. Each year he has two weeks holiday and is
provided with cash with which to travel, live, and buy
presents while he is away; he also has a clothing allowance of cash, and is able to buy small personal needs like
toothpaste and tobacco from the Kibbutz-run shop with
the coupons he gets each year. Recreation, too, is provided
by the community: our Kibbutz had just built a fine
swimming bath and there were regular films, debates etc.
One Kibbutz has its own orchestra. But public transport
and cultural productions are so cheap in Israel that the
cash allowance is sufficient to enable a Kibbutznik to go
periodically into town to see a play or ballet. In fact one
of the major problems on a Kibbutz comes not from lack
of necessities but from ownership of luxuries which individual members are sometimes able to buy if a relation
dies and leaves them some money or, as happened recently, if they receive compensation from the West German
Government. Normally an individual is allowed to own a
fair amount of furniture, books, records, pictures, and
clothes but every effort is made to ensure that some Kibbutzniks do not become obviously richer than others. One
man who was left a motor-car was not allowed to ke.ep it;
another who received several thousand pounds from Germany handed it all over to the Kibbutz.
It is itnportant to stress the voluntary aspect of this life:
by joining a Kibbutz one thereby agrees to abide by the
decisions of the conlffiunity but one is free to leave a
Kibbutz at any time if one does not wish to live there any
longer. And, of course, by joining a Kibbutz one is not
attaching oneself to an impersonal organisation but is
becoming part of a living society which one will influence.
An example of this occurred in a Kibbutz we visited
where the committee had recommended to the weekly
meeting that all the profits for the year be ploughed back
into the land. The women rebelled, however. They agreed
that money Inust be set aside for tractors etc. but first
they each wanted a small fridge. The matter was heatedly
discussed, and put to the vote: the women won.
about the Kibbutz is that the
communal pattern of production enables these farmers,
none of whom could afford much land of his own, to
farm on a large scale, to use economically machinery
like· combine-harvesters and electrical milking apparatus,
and to bear the hazards of farming in the way the small
man could. not do. Secondly, the fact that the land is to
all intents and purposes nationalised (owned by the Jewish
Agency) has enabled the authorities to ensure that it is
properly farmed and has facilitated the planning of the
whole economy. We see too from the history of our particular Kibbutz how important it is that there be an efficient
credit system in the agricultural, as well as other, sectors
of the economy. But above all one realises that the major
reason for the phenomenal success of agriculture in Israel
is the sheer hard work and perseverance of all those
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working on the land over a period of many years. It cannot be stressed enough that there is no magic formula for
economic development: the injection of capital, the organisation of co-operatives, even the redistribution of land
and other forms of wealth, vitally important though these
are, will not by themselves lead to economic growth unless
the people are deterlnined to get stuck into the job with
spades, spanners, and schools. These are the economic
lessons of the Kibbutz but the social lessons are equally
important: the Kibbutzim we saw were living proof that it
is possible to build up a community where people 'h~_ve
all things in conlmon'; this seemed to be socialism at its
best, with a sharing not only of the means and decisions
of production but also of the fruits of that production. In
the Kibbutz is a society which is based on the assumption
that the individual must not work for the benefit of himself or his loved ones alone but for the whole communit'!
for which he is responsible. This idealism and the spirit
of human solidarity and brotherhood which is so strong
in the Kibbutzim has b.een a very important factor in
building up the new state of Israel: although Kibbutzniks
are now only 4 % of the total population they exert an
influence, as' a 'creative minority', out of all proportion to
their numbers; one finds them holding all sorts of public
jobs in the State; Ben Gurion himself (now retired) is still
a member of a Kibbutz which gave him special permission
to go and be Prhne Minister.
To maintain this spirit of brotherhood it is necessary
tha l all those \vorking on the Kibbutz live there as
members but this necessity is causing acute problems and
much heart-searching amongst Kibbutzniks wno are short
of labour but who are finding it increasingly difficult to
attract new nlembers. Sonle Kibbutzim have bowed to the
circumstances and use a lot of hired labour from the
nearby towns; one Kibbutz we saw runs a large plywood
factory almost entirely staffed with hired labour. Other
Kibbutzim, however, refuse to compromise and, like our
Kibbutz, with its carpentry shop, close down certain activities which they can no longer man themselves. Because
of this labour difficulty it \vould seem that the pure Kibbutz has come to the end of its period of expansion: and
indeed other forms of co-operative agriculture are developing much faster.
THE MOST IMPORTANT of these are the Moshavim which
have increased in numbers since 1948, from 94 to 345
compared 'with the much slower increase of the Kiobutzim
from 115 to 228. In the Moshav each farmer has his own
house, eats at home, and his children live with him. He is
responsible for working his small plot of land which he
rents from the Jewish Agency or the Government and his
remuneration depends almost entirely on the value of his
o\vn products. However, as in the Gezira scheme, a great
deal of the production and marketing is done co-operatively. Each Moshav has its o\\'n tractor station which provides the heavy machinery which the individual could not
afford. Other necessary materials such as fertilisers, irrigation equipment~ tools, and concentrated animal feed are
supplied through a co-operative store; similarly most
credit requirements are met through co-operative channels.
Services such as water, electricity, artificial insemination,
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and pest control are provided on a communal basis. Moreover some crops, particularly unirrigated grain, are farmed
in -onc large unit where this is more economical. The
Moshav helps its members in case of illness, death, military call-up and other emergencies.
these two forms of agriculture settlement, the Kibbutz and the Moshav, lies the Moshav Shitufi. Although there are only 19 of these in the whole
country the idea of the Moshav Shitufi may be more
sig~ificant fo~ the economic and social development of
Africa than eIther the pure Moshav or the Kibbutz. The
Moshav Shitufi resembles the Kibbutz in that there is
~omplete collectivism in production and property; the land
IS worked. as one ~nit and there is complete equality of
remuneratIon: but It resembles the Moshav in that consu~ption is individualistic; each family eats at home
\VhlCh Ineans t.hat women spend less time in the fields than
they do in a Kibbutz and people, getting their income in
the form of cash, are free to spend it as they choose.
. These then are the three types of co-o~rative farming
1n Israel today. There are also 142 private villages but as
these are no new phenomenon in society I have confined
myself to a description of the co-operative forms. The
question now arises, which, if any, of these would be most
~uitable for s?uthern Africa? Theor~tically I like best the
Idea of the KIbbutz but I must confess that I would find it
a strain to live in a place \vhere I had to have meals with
the whole community every day of my life; perhaps I just
can't face the thought of h~ving. breakfast with my neighbours.. On the other hand I InfinItely preferred the spirit of
the Kibbutz to the rather more 'rat-race' individualism of
the Moshav Shitufi we visited; and yet, with care, one
should be able to build a Moshav Shitufi which has the
advantages of the Kibbutz but allows for a little more
privacy and individualism. But in some situations, e.g. the
Gezira, organisation on the pattern of a pure Moshav
seems to have worked best. It seems that what would suit
us best is some .f?rm of Moshav Shit~fi; with the very
strong rural tradItIon of each man haVIng his own umzi
or - h01!l~ste~d it would b~ difficult to create complete
collectIVisation of consulnptIon but~ at the same time, land
has always been communally owned. Moreover it would
be economically uli\vise to try and split up, say the farms
of the F~ee State, into small free-hold plots; but it would
not reqUIre a tremendous change to turn them into Moshavim Shitufim where each was still farmed as one unit
but v/here individual families continued to live in their
own homesteads.
Little has been said here about the tremendous importance of centralised but detailed planning in the agricultural
and other sectors of the Israeli economy, about the
attempts to create rural industries, or of the role which
Kibbut~i~ and Moshavim have played in the absorption
and traInIng of thousands of ne\v, unskilled immigrants.
Those who would like to read more are referred to H.
Darin-Drubkin's Patterns of Co-operative ARriculture in
Israel. and to several of the "Israel To-day" pamphlets
published by Israel Digest, P.O. Box 92, Je.rusalem. Meanwhile what we have seen of these three patterns of coooerat~ve farming should. give us several ideas about the
place and nature of agriculture in the new Africa.
•
HALFWAY BETWEEN
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Women as
Nation-Builders
CLAUDE

SERVOISE

At the second National Congress of the African
Wonlen of Kenya, held at Limuru, near Nairobi, the
1963 theIne, "The African Women Build the Nation"
was discussed in English and Swahili by a hundred
women delegates. We publish, with grateful acknowledgements, translated extracts of Claude Servoise's
report to Preuves, Paris.

A NUMBER OF WOMEN IN KENYA feel responsible, just as
much as do men. for political and social problems and.
they are consequently asking for an equal position. In
particular they are more conscious of the importance of
social and educational questions, and they are ready to
devote time to these and so to play an active part in the
construction of their country.
At Limuru, social problems were considered one by
one; infant care; problems of malnutrition caused by ignorance; the mother's role in the family; the needs of village
communities; the role of women in agriculture (in Kenya,
as in all African countries. it is the women who cultivate
the land); problems of educating girls when their "intermediary" schools are not of the same standard as those
for boys; problems of inheritance, women's rights being
null and widows finding themselves dispossessed of their
property which has been handed to a son or a cousin.
Finally, political topics were objectively discussed. This
conference was indeed given spirit by the wives of KANU
leaders, but the attempt to be objective must be stressed.
The new Constitution (248 pages, and one of the most
complicated in the world) was carefully examined, and a
study was made of the present and future role of women
in Kenya's political life.
Most of the speakers were African women but a few
men spoke, including Mr. Tom Mboya who elucidated the
Constitution in a speech of an hour and a half, without
one note. Another was Mr. Storrar, who explained the
problems entailed by the redistribution of land, which is
Kenya's chief problem today and one with which the
country's future is closely involved. The lecturers were
mainly African, with a few European exceptions such -as
Mr. Storrar, and Mrs. Hughes (a deputy of the old Legislative Assembly); and the delegates and observers were
95 oh African.
To a European observer, the debates revealed the
minds and resources of these African women. The discusTHE
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sions were always fruitful; questions were pertinent, concise. direct and often brutally frank. It was shown th~t
Kenyan women, not always in agreement with the men
who direct them or solicit their votes, have the determination to ·work for change.

*

*

:1&

THE CONGRESS OF AFRICAN WOMEN of Kenya produced a
collection of constructive resolutions which cannot be
ignored by the first independent government of Kenya.
The difficulties encountered by women wishing to stand
as candidates in elections were forcefully attacked. Men
(no matter what their party) had united to prevent women
from standing and thus possibly becoming members of
the Assemblies (National Assembly, Senate, Regional
Assemblies). A resolution was adopted asking the future
government to name women representatives among the
high officials in Kenya, either at the D.N., in the East
African Common Services Organisation (E.A.C.S.O.) in
the Legislative Assembly of E.A.C.S.O. or in a fourth
international organisation.
The second resolution-which, if it is followed, will
bring about a social revolution-is that requiring that
widows be given the right to inherit from their husbands.

Finally, the women are asking for a technical agricultural
education, since it is they after all who cultivate the land.
These were the main r~solutions, but one important .problem was that of husbands' treatment of their wives. One
of the independent candidates at the next elections (who
has chosen the zebra as his symbol) emphasised the point
in his electoral manifesto. He asks "that a commission of
enquiry be set up to study family probelms, planned
parenthood, the bad treatment undergone by wives beaten
by their husbands, and that salarIes be paid to those wives
whose husbands are given over to drink or gambling."

*

Queens
and Slaves
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a small group of enlightened women, who
decided five years ago to take care of their less privileged
compatriots and, gradually to educate their servants,
village communities and all those with whom they come
into contact, reached a practical result in the first seminar
of 1962. Since then, a year's work has shown the tenacity
of the Kenyan women and the seriousness of their efforts.
The new autonomous government should not ignore the
importance of the Limuru conference, nor its conclusions.
•
SO IT IS THAT

Colonialism set up shockwaves whose
force shifted, bent or swept away those
social patterns with which this book is most
closely concerned. Anne Laurentin. who
presents brief biographies of five Nzakara
women, chosen chronologically, of the Central African Republic, draws attention to the
radical transformation in the position of
women over the last twenty years. Class
Marion Friedmann
distinctions go with the decline in power of
JVomen of Tropical Africa edited by Denise the chiefs who. not allowed to make war,
Paulme (Routledge and Kegan Paul, are deprived of free or cheap slaves and
wives. At the same time. the admini~tration
London. R3.50)
has compelled every man. whatever his rank
THESE SIX ANTIlROPOLOGICAL STIJDIES, by
and whether the woman is slave or free. to
women and about women encompass the pay bridewealth. The chiefs fought this
diversity of a vast continent. They deal with measure for years but found vain resistance
nomadic
tribeswomen;
agriculturalists; to obdurate authorities. (This particular
women, in and about Dakar, integrated into shockwave has set up another. The author
commercial life. There are Muslims, Chris- notes a spirit of profound anti-feminism
tians and heathens; slave-women and- among Nzakara men who know that there
uniquely in Africa-the rainmaker Queen will never be a return to the good old days
who wields supreme power among the Love- of female dependencet
du of the North-Eastern Transvaal. Some
like the Coniagui of Guinea, (who form the THE CONCLUSION OF ANNIE LEBEUF, who consubject of one of the studies) may choose tributec; a study of women in political orspouses; others have spouses thrust upon ganisation, is that "African women have a
them. Flexible societies are described and tradition of practical participation in public
also the rigidly-stratified society of the affairs." This is hopeful flor the future
Burundi.
although in this field colonialism, which
In the diversity, certain social patterns disrupted the old patterns and excluded
and values recur: children everywhere women from the new, has altered the posiconstitute wealth, although, now the birth- tion of women for the worse. Annie Lebeurs
rate is declining; girls have a large measure study, which covers about twenty tribes
of premarital sexual freedom; although in East, Central, West and Southern Africa,
women as mothers are of primary import- is one of the most interesting. She also does
ance, everywhere they need tact, intelligence the reader the service of providing a map
and luck in order to exercise power in their on which the political divisions of Africa
society.
are marked, although not named. The edi-
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tor's contribution in this field-an outline of
the Continent showing rivers and lakes (not
named) and the position of five nations in
relation to them-is of little help.
The editor and most of the authors are
fretful about Western prejudice against
polygyny and seem every now and then to
be about to tackle the Western view. But
no: though ther,'s many a sideglance and
a snort, the writers veer off from a subject
about which--although none has set herself
to deal directly with it-all obviously hold
strong views.
with me for devoting
space to the tail which almost wags the dog.
This is an analytical bibliography of about
500 items classified by topic: social and
legal status, family life, political activities,
initiation, ritual functions, education, work.
Under these main heads are references to
works on major themes-agriculture, fertility, legislation, marriage, birth- but there
are also references to works on minor
themes: hair-styles, nose ornaments, public
taunting, passes, career women, women in
the Mau-mau, possession by spirits, fixed
fireplaces. Works referred to are frequently
described and a subject and an author index
makes for easy use of the bibliography.
(Among South African authors are Hellman,
Kuper, Schapera, Hoernle, Jeffreys). The
non-specialist reader (of whom this ·reviewer
is one) cannot but determine to read more
widely in the field; the specialist must, I
think, find the bibliography-though the
editor disclaims exhaustiveness for it- very
useful.
.•
THE READER MUST BEAR
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On"e-Sided
Truths
Suzanne Cronje
Die Christliche Mission in Sudwestafrika.
[The Christian Mission in South West
Africa. The destructive effect of the
Rhenish Mission Society on the process
of state formation in South West Africa,
1842-93] by Heinrich Loth (Akademie
Verlag, Berlin, D.M. 26.50)
doubt left about the
nature of the German penetration of South
West Africa and the effect of so-called missionary activities or of subsequent colonial
intervention. This study ·of. the second half
of last century contributes some detailed
evidence about the ruthless policy which
was pursued in the name of 'Christianity'
and colonial 'protection'. In particular, it
demonstrates how the very profitable trade
in arms which accompanied a course of
calculated intrigue incited the various factions to war, and how the consequently
intensified hostility between Nama and
Herero was used for exploiting and subjugating South West Mrica.
The 'Christian' sentiment is expressed by
the Rhenish missionary, C. H. Hahn, who
stated that he expected the German govern. ment 'to make war on the Hereros with the
help of the Hottentots' (Nama), whilst
Governor Leutwein admitted, 'It is of course
more advantageous to have to reckon with
a Herero nation which is politically torn
than with one which is solidly united.' Such
words marked the early stages of one of
tne most brutal regimes, whose record includes genocide."
The Rhenish mission and other official or
private German representatives were by no
means the only foreign interests involved,
but they were the chief architects of colonialism in South West Africa. All parties
were driven by greed, the missionaries no
less than others: for a time they held a
monopoly of trade, and they organised
large commercial undertakings, either directly or through secular employees. Profits
ranged between 300 and 2000 percent;
tobacco and munitions were sold at five
times. their original price. At times, weapons
constItuted the most important item of
missionary commerce; they were exchanged
for cattle, ostrich feathers, ivory, and later
for mining rights and other concessions.
THERE CAN BE LITtLE

THE RELIGIOUS SUCCESS of missionaries was
less conspicuous. For many decades they
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made barely any impression on the Orlam,
and their campaigns were often directed
against yeople who were already Christian.
The Christian Nama Chief, lonker Afrikaaner, who had protected them for a time,
came to the conclusion that foreign missionaries were not essential. He called them
'traitors and spies of the Cape government',
restricted their activities and prevented them
from influencing his church, which had
already been in existence when they
arrived. His declared intention to control
prices in the area under his jurisdiction was
regarded as 'impudent nonsense' by the missionaries, and they sabotaged his peace
treaty with Chief Maherero, which might
have ended tribal wars. In later years, the
Nama Chief Hendrik Witbooi-also an
autonomous church leader-met with similar German opposition, but in his case it
took the form of a surprise attack by colonial troops after he had concluded a peace
treaty with the Herero.
The argument which attempts to justify
colonial intervention by identifying it with
'pacification' could not stand up to such
evidence. Apologists for colonialism who
claim that Europe's role in Africa was-or
is-to replace 'chaos' with law and order,
to enlighten and civilise, should find plenty
of material for second thoughts in this book.
However, they are unlikely to accept it,
because it was written from the point of
dialectic materialism, and attempts to fit
the events it analyses into the MarxistLeninist schedule for social evolution. It
does not, in fact, prove or disprove any
particular political doctrine, but it has a
moral implication which points to the hypocrisy of those who represent colonialism as
a benevolent institution. However biased the
author may have been, he proves every
point he makes-and he makes many-with
detailed references to source material, some
of it previously unpublished documents in
the Berlin archives.

peace were thwarted, and the German
colonisation can in no way be regarded as
'pacification'.
The study contains much interesting historical detail, especially about the formation
of indigenous churches and the development
of separatism. This evidence is relevant to
the study of Ethiopianism in South Africa.
'We don't need the Bible any more, Hendrik
is our Bible', said one of Witbooi's people.
The phenomenon, of course, is not confined to any racial group.

Legal
Metamorphosis
R. N. Nordau
Changing Law In Developing Countries
edited by J. N. D. Anderson (George
Alien and Unwin R3.50)
The Nigerian Constitution: History and
Development by O. I. Odumosu (Sweet
and Maxwell and African Universities
Press R5)

that his political tendencies have led him to present a one-sided
picture, that he ignored evidence which did
not fit his theory. This may indeed be so,
and it is probably true also of some historians with different political convictions.
But whatever further evidence may be
produced, nothing could invalidate that
which has been proved to be true: that the
missionaries of South West Africa engaged in
profitable trade which involved the supply
of arms, and which put them into an economically influential position from which they
could interfere with tribal politics; that they

THE APPROACH OF SCHOLARS to the law and
the legal institutions of the countries of
Asia and Africa has undergone a definite
metamorphosis in the last few years. U ntiI
recently, the study of these aspects of
societies which have now, for the most part,
become independent, was the preserve of
social anthropologists. Their concern was
~ith the elaboration of customs and practlces-some, but by no means all of them~
legal-in communities which were looked on
as "primitive"..
Much of the work done in this field was
of great value, and nearly all of it was done
by pioneers, immensely dedicated to the
discovery of new and as yet unexplored
facets of social structure. They not only
established the nature of the 'new' institutions which they studied, but also explained
their significance within the total framework
of the societies in which they operate. In
doing so, they achieved a number of things:

engaged in intrigue and deliberately promoted discord and bloodshed, that this policy
was continued under the German regime,
and that dishonest methods were used to
gain various concessions. Furthermore, the
efforts of tribal leaders to establish internal

misunderstood customs; and they provided
a valuable contribution to the study of
jurisprudence by testing "universally applicable" theories which had been developed in
a Western environment against the practices

IT COULD BE ARGUED
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of societies which did not fit into that
pattern.
But, like so many pioneers in the colonial
field, their work has come to be regarded
as inadequate. At best they are seen as
outdated or irrelevant to present-day means;
at worst, they are treated with suspicion or
even contempt. Too often they were preoccupied with one small aspect of society,
or described a whole society in terms of a
single characteristic-kinship, or status, or
religion, for example-while leaving the
others in obscurity. Above all, because their
studies were seldom followed up or kept up
to date, they tended to preserve and perpetuate a picture of societies at their first
point of contact with other cultures.
None of these remarks applies to the
two books under consideration here. Professor Anderson has performed a valuable
service in collecting together fourteen essays
by people whose approach to the subject
reflects a totally different outlook. All the
contributors to this volume are lawyers
(some academic, and others senior civil
servants) and all aim at the discussion of
the law as it has been practised and is being
administered in the newly independent countries, viewed against the background of their
changing status.
Their approach is, .for the most part,
technical and many of the essays will be of
little interest to the average reader. The
more general ones-like those by Sir
Kenneth Roberts-Wray on "The Authority
of the United Kingdom in Dependent Territories", "The Legal Machinery for the
Transition from Dependence to Independence", and "The Independence of the
Judiciary Commonwealth Countries", or the
extremely readable contribution by Professor
Gledhill on Fundamental Rights-will, however, be of interest to political scientists and
historians. And others, like the stimulating
and perceptive essay by Dr. Allot on
"Legal Development and Economic Birth
in Africa", of that by his colleague at the
School of Oriental and African Studies,
Mr. Read, on "Women Status and Law
Reform" will be of great value to those
concerned with the wider social implications
of law in the developing countries.
Mr. Odumosu's book reflects an even
greater departure from the old pattern. He
is concerned solely with the origin and
functioning of the Nigerian Constitution of
196o-soon to be amended by the change
to a Republic. His historical treatment of
the growth of the concept of Federalism in
Nigeria is an admirable exercise in restrained comment on the activities of the
three main political parties and the British
Government, and provides a clear explanation of the working of the successive constitutions by means of which Nigeria was
governed in turn as a number of colonies,
a single colony, semi-autonomo~s Regions
and ultimately as a Federation.
THE
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IT IS A PITY that so much of the book is
taken up with the historical development,
and so little with the present constitution.
But Mr. Odumosu's comments on the significant aspects of this document-the nature
of Nigerian Federalism, the guarantees of
fundamental rights, the relations between
the Regions and the Central Governmentare all useful, and his clear treatment of
the legal and constitutional aspects of the
Western Regional crisis is particularly
valuable.

Sub-Saharan

Challenge
David Welsh
The Hutnan Factor in Changing Africa by
Mellville J. Herskovits (Routledge &
Kegan Paul R5)

written an impressive book which endeavours to describe
the processes of social change in Subsaharan
Africa. As the title suggest, his canvass is
a broad one. The reader is taken from
consideration of the broad outlines ofAfrican prehistory right down to the problems facing modern African governments.
The author analyses the main influences
to which the aboriginal cultures have been
subjected. He is anxious to correct false
impressions about the nature of traditional
African societies and their alleged inflexibility and backwardness. Most readers of
The New African are familiar with the
hoary myths about Africa's pre-eolonial past
which pass for argument in South Africa.
Herskovits makes short work of ". . . the
fiction of an Africa that for centuries lay
dormant, out of contact with the rest of the
world, impervious to the impulses emanating
from centres of civilisation-the essence of
the myth epitomised by the phrase 'darkest
Africa'."
He is perceptive on the attitudes to
traditional cultures by colonial powers and
the reactions of Africans to European assumptions of cultural superiority, implicit
in such notions as the "White Man's
Burden", the n1ission civilatrice or assimilation as preached by the Portuguese. When
false theories of race are demolished they
may be replaced by doctrines of cultural
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One of the standard-if rather arrogantcliches of the past was embodied in the
statement that the influence of British law
would long ,outlive any other aspect of
colonial rule. If this does turn out to be
the case, it will be because the study of
law in developing countries of the Commonwealth has either been adjusted to the
changed circumstances which are dealt with
in Professor Anderson's book, or because it
is interpreted from within by scholars of
the calibre of Mr. Odumosu.
•

superiority-termed "culturism"-".vith similarly pernicious results. From the Africans'
point of view both racialism and culturism
are doctrines which serve to maintain a
gulf between non-Africans and the vast
majority of Africans. Partnership, as practised in Central Africa, lays itself open to
this criticism.
At the other end of the political spectrum
Herskovits criticises the Marxists for "the
assumption . . . that it was their mission to
hasten the inevitable arrival of African
societies at the higher stage of civilisation,
which the Communist countries had
reached." In other words, even if there is
the will to effect sweeping social changes in
accordance with some blueprint of what is
desirable, this C3.nnot be justified, nor, he
suggests, is it practicable.
A recurrent theme in the book is the
strength and flexibility of aboriginal African
cultures and the ability of many of these to
adapt to changed conditions. He argues that
many, notably in West Africa, have shown
a notable degree of selectivity in cultural
change: eclecticism is traditionally well
established. While social change has certainly taken place, the author believes that
there is a tendency to underestimate the
continuity with the past in the process.
How far can traditional social institutions
be reconciled with the socio-economic
development demanded by African leaders?
Is the African nationalist's pride in his
traditional background inconsistent with his
desire for industrialisation? Or is the "tri·
balism" versus "modernisation" antithesis a
false one? Herskovits does not satisfactorily
resolve these questions but his discussions
are illuminating.
Anthropologists will no doubt criticise
Herskovits's theoretical framework and his
methodology. Those interested in modem
African politics will feel that his account
of the problems of modem government is
sketchy. His section on music would have
been enriched by some attention to the
fascinating body of "songs of protest" which
•
has risen in South Africa.
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To the Editor
Negritude
sIR,-Due to the "corrosive pressures
of total bourgeois alienation" ours is a sick
society in which there exists a "moral and
emotional vacuum". If you happen to be
white you are inhibited, constricted, reserved and cold; you suffer from "an intolerable sense of deadness, of alienation"
and you probably move your buttocks "with
no hint of grace". If on the other hand
you have the good fortune to be black you
are-according to Mrs. de Crespigny's horror-scope-vital and spontaneous and unalienated; you inhabit a "special world of
emotional freedom", are free from all sorts
of "crushing pressures" ... and presumably
move your buttocks accordingly.
Lawrence of course said it all 40 years
ago. But then he didn't really know what he
was talking about, or perhaps wasn't a
very good Marxist, and anyway omitted to
"analyse causes or suggest solutions". Enter
Mrs. de Crespigny. It's not your· \vhiteness,
brother, that's to blame but the fact that
you're bourgeois which is something the
blacks ,can thank their lucky stars they
never had .an economic chance to be. The
solution?-abolish the ystem that produced
the bourgeoisie and everyone will burst into
"vital, spontaneous song."
At this stage of the game we need intelligence and honesty not slogans and this sort
of facile claptrap.
JOHN CLARE
Mow bray, Cape
DEAR
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sIR,-ln his review of African OneParty States edited by Gwendolen M.
Carter (8 June 1963) Terence Beard presented an instructive analysis of the singleparty trend in the independent African
states. I have no quarrel with his reasoning
and his main conclusions. I agree, in particular, with his comment on the overwhelming support for T.A.N.U. in Tanganyika.
The fact that T.A.N.D. won 71 out of the
72 seats in the National Assembly at the
last election, fully justifies his assertion ...
to contrast Nyerere's willingness to permit
responsible opposition with Nkrumah's banning of opposition and amendment of the
Ghana constitution to make the country a
single-party system by definition.
In fact it is Nyerere who has announced
(in January 1963) that a special committee
is to be set up to make the necessary amendments to the Constitution, following on a
resolution by T.A.N.U. calling for legal
recognition of a one-party system. As to
the situation in Ghana, the facts are, first,
that there is an opposition In the National
Assembly, consisting of a small number .of
members of the United Party; second, that
DEAR

the constitution has not been amended to
provide for a one-party system, nor has
there been any official statement that such
amendment is proposed. In September 1962,
the National Assembly adopted a motion
calling for the establishment of a one-party
system, which served to give parliamentary
approval to the declared policy of the
Convention People's Party. Members of the
opposition spoke and voted against the
motion. Nkrumah supported it. It was at
the same sitting that the National Assembly
adopted a motion that Nkrumah be
appointed life President. He rejected this
proposal.
LESLIE RUBIN
Washington, D.C., V.S.A.
[Quotations from Mr. Bear·d's article have
had to be cut a,s he has been banned under
the Suppression of Communism Act.EDITOR]

The Gentle People
DEAR SIR,-I found the argument of Bessie
Head's article
the Cape Coloured hard
to follow. There are a number of generalisations and a generous sprinkling of non
sequiturs. So in one place she says of the
Coloured, "his sense of belonging to himself . . . gives him a wonderful sense of a
relaxed enjoyment of living", and more to
that effect; yet later she speak:s of the "tragedy that is tRe day to day life of the
Coloured people".
What I want to comment on, however, is
the height of generalisation she reaches in
making Dr. van der Ross representative of
all that is "negative" in Coloured leadership. He "appears" to be unaware of the
tragedy of daily life; "he and a few others
like him" appear to be working "hand in
glove with the oppressor"-Le. the White
man; and to crown all, the "real trouble"
with him and his ilk is that "they have
created a conservative middle class of their
own which is but a pallid and watery reflection of White privilege. It is a treacherous, dangerous and deceiving reflection'.
. I can't make ,out from this last just what
the writer means, whether the crime is
creating a middle class like the White man's,
or one unlike it. But why should the
Coloured people not have a middle classthose whose labours have won for them
reas·onable living conditions, education, leisure and the enjoyment of the arts?
As for the first two accusations, which are
not supported by any attempt at evidence,
one can only assume that the writer who
made them has not talked with Dr. van der
. Ros~, 'or read his courageous and outspoken articles in the press, or heard hinl
address the University of Stellenbosch on
the subject of Coloured education. His
utterances have not been calculated to endear him to any oppressors of the Coloured
people, or shown him ignorant of the con-:ditions under which they live. I regard these
accusations as unwarranted and irresponsN. J. MARQUARD
ible.
Claremont, Cape

on
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